A set of BASIC programs to evaluate relationships among protein sequences by optimum alignment and distance matrix analysis.
These six programs evaluate relationships among a number (> 2) of protein (or DNA) sequences. Program 1 automatically computes optimum alignments and total distances for all pairwise sequence combinations over any user desired range of the two gap penalties. Programs 2, 3 and 4 generate a square, symmetrical distance matrix, which can be exported for cluster analysis, or further analysed with programs 5 and 6 to give specific distances between sequences and extract sequence relationships. Data and results are exchanged among these programs, which are written in BASIC and compiled to run on Macintosh (68020/030/040) type machines with coprocessor and at least one MB of RAM. BASIC graphics commands or those for the Macintosh interface are avoided to facilitate use on other machines. Two groups of sequences are used to demonstrate (a) alignment, inter sequence distance calculation and dendrogram generation and (b) specific distance calculation and its usage in detecting sub groups of related sequences in dendrograms.